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SURFACE LIFSHITS TAILS FOR RANDOM QUANTUM
HAMILTONIANS
WERNER KIRSCH AND GEORGI RAIKOV
Abstract. We consider Schro¨dinger operators on L2(Rd)⊗ L2(Rℓ) of the form
Hω = H⊥ ⊗ I‖ + I⊥ ⊗H‖ + Vω,
where H⊥ and H‖ are Schro¨dinger operators on L
2(Rd) and L2(Rℓ) respectively, and
Vω(x, y) :=
∑
ξ∈Zd
λξ(ω)v(x − ξ, y), x ∈ R
d, y ∈ Rℓ,
is a random ‘surface potential’. We investigate the behavior of the integrated density
of surface states of Hω near the bottom of the spectrum and near internal band edges.
The main result of the current paper is that, under suitable assumptions, the behavior
of the integrated density of surface states of Hω can be read off from the integrated
density of states of a reduced HamiltonianH⊥+Wω whereWω is a quantum mechanical
average of Vω with respect to y ∈ Rℓ. We are particularly interested in cases when H⊥
is a magnetic Schro¨dinger operator, but we also recover some of the results from [24]
for non-magnetic H⊥.
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47N55, 81Q10
Keywords: Schro¨dinger operator with constant magnetic field, ergodic random poten-
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1. Introduction
The integrated density of states is an important quantity in solid states physics. For
periodic and ergodic Schro¨dinger operators the integrated density of states has been
the object of intense investigation in the mathematical physics literature for over more
than thirty years by now (see e. g. the book [32] or the survey [22]). In particular,
the behavior near the bottom of the spectrum and near internal band edges has been
investigated.
Define the random Schro¨dinger operator Hω on L
2(Rd) by
Hω := H(A) + Vω(1.1)
where H(A) is the Laplacian with a magnetic potential A and Vω is a (scalar) random
potential. Important examples for Vω are Poissonian random potentials (see e. g. [32])
and alloy-type potentials. We will deal mainly with the latter type of random potentials
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in this article. An alloy-type potential is of the form (see e. g. [19])
Vω(x) :=
∑
ξ∈Zd
λξ(ω)v(x− ξ),(1.2)
with independent, identically distributed random variables λξ on a probability space
(Ω,A,P). The function v is called the single site potential.
The integrated density of states N(E) (see e. g. [20]) can be defined for such operators
Hω by
N(E) = lim
L→∞
1
Ld
Tr
(
1(−∞,E)(H
D
ω,CdL
)
)
(1.3)
where CdL is the cube around the origin in R
d of side length L, HD
ω,CdL
is the operator
Hω restricted to C
d
L with Dirichlet boundary conditions and 1(−∞,E)(H) denotes the
spectral projection for the operator H . It is known that the spectrum of Hω coincides
with the set of growth points of N .
For vanishing magnetic potential A = 0, the integrated density of states N(E), as a
rule, decays exponentially fast near the bottom E1 of the spectrum, in fact on a double
logarithmic scale
N(E) ∼ e−C (E−E1)
−γ
as E ↓ E1 .(1.4)
The exponent γ is called the Lifshits exponent and the behavior (1.4) is called the
Lifshits behavior. The Lifshits exponent is known to be γ = d
2
if the single site potential
v decays faster than |x|−(d+2) near infinity. If v decays like |x|−κ for d < κ ≤ d+ 2 then
γ = d
κ−d .
The same behavior is known at ‘non-degenerate’ internal band edges (see [25]) while
for ‘degenerate’ internal band edges other Lifshits exponents may occur ([28]).
The presence of a constant magnetic field changes the behavior of N(E) drastically,
already for the free operators H(A). Suppose that the dimension d equals 2 and the
magnetic field B = curlA is constant. For this case, the integrated density of states of
H(A) has a jump at the bottom of the spectrum as long as B 6= 0 while for B = 0 the
integrated density of states behave like E d/2 as E ↓ inf σ(H(0)).
In [27] and [26] it was shown that for constant magnetic field B 6= 0 in two dimensions
the Lifshits exponent is γ = 2
κ−2 if v(x) behaves like |x|
−κ near infinity for all κ > 2.
If v(x) has at least Gaussian decay then the integrated density of states behaves like
E | lnE| on a double logarithmic scale. We note that analogous results were obtained
earlier for Poissonian random potential in [8, 12, 13].
In the current paper we consider Schro¨dinger operators on L2(Rd)⊗L2(Rℓ) of the form
H0 = H⊥ ⊗ I‖ + I⊥ ⊗H‖
and
Hω = H0 + Vω,
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where H⊥ and H‖ are Schro¨dinger operators on L2(Rd) and L2(Rℓ) respectively, and
Vω(x, y) :=
∑
ξ∈Zd
λξ(ω)v(x− ξ, y), x ∈ R
d, y ∈ Rℓ,
is a random ‘surface’ potential of alloy-type.
Suppose for this introduction that H⊥ has purely essential spectrum with inf σ(H⊥) = 0
and H‖ is lower bounded and has eigenvalues Ej below E := inf σess(H‖). Assume
furthermore that both v and λξ are non-negative and P(λξ < ε) > 0 for all ε > 0.
The operator is not ergodic with respect to Zd+ℓ but merely with respect to Zd. Never-
theless, one can prove that the spectrum of Hω is non-random and the discrete spectrum
is empty almost surely (see [10]). The integrated density of states N(E) for Hω can be
defined by
N(E) = lim
L→∞
1
Ld+ℓ
Tr
(
1(−∞,E)(H
D
ω,Cd+ℓL
)
)
,(1.5)
which is just equation (1.3) with the dimension adjusted.
Since the operator Hω is not ergodic with respect to Z
d+ℓ, we can not conclude that the
spectrum coincides with the set of growth points of N . In fact, N(E) = 0 for E < E ,
but for any η ∈ σ(H⊥) and any j we have η + Ej ∈ σ(Hω) almost surely.
Intuitively speaking, this means that the spectrum around such point is ‘not dense
enough’, in the sense that the number NL(E) of eigenvalues of H
D
ω,Cd+ℓL
below E < E
does not grow as fast as the volume of Cd+ℓL . It is quite reasonable to expect that NL(E)
grows rather like Ld in the energy region below E .
Thus, we define
νV (E) = lim
L→∞
1
Ld
Tr
(
1(−∞,E)(H
D
ω,CdL×Rℓ)
)
(1.6)
for E < E . In fact, it turns out, that νV (E) is well defined under reasonable assumption
on Hω. This quantity is called the integrated density of surface states. The integrated
density of surface states was already considered in [10] and [11]. In this paper we define
νV (E) only for E < E . For a discussion of νV (E) for arbitrary E see [10, 11]. In the
paper [24] Lifshits tails for the integrated density of surface states were investigated
for Schro¨dinger operators without magnetic fields and at the bottom of the spectrum.
We are particularly interested in cases when H⊥ is a magnetic Schro¨dinger operator,
but we also recover some known results from [24] for non-magnetic H⊥. We investigate
the behavior of the integrated density of surface states of Hω near the bottom of the
spectrum and near internal band edges.
The main result of the current paper is that under suitable assumptions the behavior
of the density of surface states of Hω can be read off from the density of states of a
reduced Hamiltonian H⊥ +Wω where Wω is a quantum mechanical average of Vω with
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respect to y ∈ Rℓ. More precisely, if ψ1 denotes the ground state of H‖, then
Wω(x) = 〈Vω(x, ·)ψ1, ψ1〉
=
∫
Rℓ
Vω(x, y) |ψ1(y)|
2 dy.
In particular, we prove that Hω admits Lifshits tails if H⊥ +Wω does.
The article is organized as follows. In the next section we give formal definitions of
the operators we deal with, and discuss some of the particular examples we consider
important. In Section 3 we prove the existence of the integrated density of surface
states, and in Section 4 we estimate it in terms of the integrated density of (bulk) states
for a reduced random ergodic operator. Finally, in Section 5 we apply the estimates
obtained in Section 4 in order to study the Lifshits tails of the integrated density of
surface states for particular random quantum Hamiltonians.
2. Setting of the problem
Let d ∈ N and B = {Bjk}
d
j,k=1 be an antisymmetric real matrix. Define the vector field
A = (A1, . . . , Ad) : R
d → Rd by
Aj(x) := −
1
2
d∑
k=1
Bjkxk, j = 1, . . . , d, x = (x1, . . . , xd) ∈ R
d.
Then Bjk =
∂Ak
∂xj
− ∂Aj
∂xk
, j, k = 1, . . . , d. Thus, in the sequel B will play the role of a
constant magnetic field, while A is a magnetic potential generating B. Set
2m := dimRanB, n := dimKerB,
so that d = 2m+n. Note that we do not exclude the possibility that m = 0, i.e. B = 0;
in particular, this is the case if d = 1.
Assume m > 0. Let the numbers b1 ≥ . . . ≥ bm > 0 be such that the non-zero
eigenvalues of B, counted with their multiplicities, coincide with ±ibj , j = 1, . . . , m.
Set β :=
∑m
j=1 bj . If m = 0, then β := 0. Thus, for all m ≥ 0, we have β = Tr (iB)+.
Define the operator H⊥ = H⊥(B) := (i∇+A)2−β as the self-adjoint operator generated
in the Hilbert space H⊥ := L2(Rd) by the closure of the quadratic form∫
Rd
(
|i∇u+ Au|2 − β|u|2
)
dx, u ∈ C∞0 (R
d).
Thus H⊥ is just the (shifted) d-dimensional Schro¨dinger operator with constant (possibly
vanishing) magnetic field. It is well known that H⊥ is essentially self-adjoint on C∞0 (R
d)
(see [30]). Note that the operators H⊥(B) and H⊥(−B) are anti-unitarily equivalent
under complex conjugation, so that their spectra coincide.
Let us describe the spectrum σ(H⊥) of H⊥. Introduce the (shifted) Landau levels
Λ0 = 0,
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Λq+1 = inf
{
2
m∑
j=1
bjℓj , ℓj ∈ Z+, j = 1, . . . , m
∣∣∣ 2 m∑
j=1
bjℓj > Λq
}
, q ∈ Z+.
If n = 0, i.e. if the magnetic field B has a full rank, then σ(H⊥) = ∪∞q=0 {Λq}
and each Landau level Λq, q ∈ Z+, is an eigenvalue of H⊥ of infinite multiplicity.
If n ≥ 1, then σ(H⊥) is purely absolutely continuous, and σ(H⊥) = [0,∞). Note
however, that if m ≥ 1, i.e. B 6= 0, then the higher Landau levels Λq, q ∈ N, play the
role of thresholds within σ(H⊥), while in the case m = 0 the only threshold is the origin.
Next, let H‖ be a separable Hilbert space with scalar product 〈·, ·〉H‖ and norm ‖ · ‖H‖ ,
and let H‖ be a linear operator, self-adjoint in H‖. Assume that
(2.1) −∞ < inf σ(H‖) < E := inf σess(H‖) ≤ ∞.
The first inequality in (2.1) just means that H‖ is lower bounded, while the second one
implies that there is a number r ∈ {1, . . . ,∞} of discrete eigenvalues of H‖ below the
bottom E of its essential spectrum. For notational convenience set
J :=
{
{1 . . . , r} if r <∞,
N if r =∞.
Let {Ej}j∈J be the non-decreasing sequence of the eigenvalues of H‖ lying in (−∞, E).
If r = ∞, then limj→∞Ej = E . If r < ∞, we occasionally set Er+1 = E . Let {ψj}j∈J
be an associated orthonormal system of eigenfunctions satisfying
H‖ψj = Ejψj , 〈ψj, ψk〉H‖ = δjk, j, k ∈ J .
Denote by I⊥ (resp., by I‖) the identity in H⊥ (resp., in H‖). Define the operator
H0 := H⊥ ⊗ I‖ + I⊥ ⊗H‖
as the closure of the operator defined on Dom(H⊥)⊗Dom(H‖). Thus, H0 is self-adjoint
in the Hilbert space H := H⊥ ⊗H‖ (see e.g. [33, Theorem VIII.33 a]). It is well known
that the space H is isometrically isomorphic to L2(Rd;H‖) =
∫ ⊕
Rd
H‖dx under the
mapping K, defined originally by K : g(x)⊗ ψ 7→ g(x)ψ, x ∈ Rd, for g ∈ H⊥ = L2(Rd)
and ψ ∈ H‖, extended then by linearity to finite sums
∑
j gj ⊗ ψj with gj ∈ H⊥,
ψj ∈ H‖, and finally extended by continuity to a unitary operator from H to L2(Rd;H‖).
In the sequel, we will systematically identify H with L2(Rd;H‖), omitting K and K∗ in
the notations.
If n ≥ 1, then σ(H0) = [E1,∞) is purely absolutely continuous (see e.g. [3, Subsection
8.2.3]), while if n = 0, then
(2.2) σ(H0) ∩ (−∞, E) =
⋃
j∈J , q∈Z+ :Ej+Λq<E
{Ej + Λq} ,
and the energies Ej + Λq < E are isolated eigenvalues of H0 of infinite multiplicity.
Further, we introduce a random perturbation of the operator H0. Let (Ω,A,P) be a
probability space, G = R or G = Z, and let T := {Tξ}ξ∈Gd be an ergodic group of
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measure preserving automorphisms of Ω, homomorphic to Gd. Ergodicity of T means
that any set A ∈ A which is invariant under all Tξ has probability P(A) = 0 or P(A) = 1.
Denote by L(H‖) the space of linear bounded operators in H‖. Introduce the function
Ω× Rd ∋ (ω, x) 7→ Vω(x) ∈ L(H‖).
We suppose that Vω satisfies the following assumptions:
H1: For each f, g ∈ H‖ the function
Ω× Rd ∋ (ω, x) 7→ 〈Vω(x)f, g〉H‖ ∈ C
is measurable with respect to the σ-algebra A × B, where B is the σ-algebra of Borel
subsets of Rd.
H2: We have
(2.3) M := ess sup
(ω,x)∈Ω×Rd
‖Vω(x)‖L(H‖) <∞.
H3: For almost every (ω, x) ∈ Ω×Rd, the operator Vω(x) is self-adjoint and non-negative
in H‖.
H4: The family of operators Vω :=
∫ ⊕
Rd
Vω(x)dx ∈ L(H), ω ∈ Ω, is ergodic with respect
to the group T, i.e. we have
Vω(x− ξ) = VTξω(x), x ∈ R
d, ξ ∈ Gd, Tξ ∈ T.
Introduce the family of operators
Hω := H0 + Vω, ω ∈ Ω.
By H1 – H3, the operator Hω is well defined on Dom(H0) and self-adjoint in H for
almost every ω ∈ Ω.
Let us now describe our leading example. We assume in it that d = 2, m = 1, and hence
n = 0. We suppose without loss of generality that B12 > 0, and set b := B12 = b1. Then
we have Λq = 2bq, q ∈ Z+, (see e.g. [14, 29]). Further, we assume that H‖ = L2(R), and
H‖ := − d
2
dy2
+ u, i.e. H‖ is the 1D Schro¨dinger operator with appropriate real-valued
potential u. More precisely, H‖ is the self-adjoint operator generated in L2(R) by the
closure of the quadratic form
(2.4)
∫
R
(
|f ′|2 + u|f |2
)
dy, f ∈ C∞0 (R).
In order that the quadratic form (2.4) be closable and lower bounded in L2(R), and that
inequalities (2.1) hold true, we have to impose additional conditions on u. For instance,
we may assume that u ∈ L1(R) + L∞ǫ (R), and that there exist a constant c ∈ (0,∞),
and an open non-empty set S ⊂ R, such that
u(y) ≤ −c1S(y), y ∈ R;
here and in the sequel 1S is the characteristic function of a given set S. Another
possibility is to assume that u ∈ L1(R; (1 + x2)dx), u 6= 0, and
∫
R
u(y)dy ≤ 0. In both
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cases, the quadratic form (2.4) is closable and lower bounded, σess(H‖) = [0,∞), and the
discrete spectrum σdisc(H‖) of H‖ is non-empty and simple (see e.g. [6, 36]). A certain
generalization of these assumptions is the case where u = −αδ with fixed α > 0, i.e. H‖
is the self-adjoint operator generated in L2(R) by the closed lower bounded quadratic
form ∫
R
|f ′|2 dy − α|f(0)|2, f ∈ H1(R),
where H1(R) denotes the first-order Sobolev space on R. In this case again σess(H‖) =
[0,∞), and an explicit calculation shows that σdisc(H‖) =
{
−α
2
4
}
, and −α
2
4
is a simple
eigenvalue of H‖ (see e.g. [2, Chapter I.3, Theorem 3.1.4]). Finally, we might assume
that 0 ≤ u ∈ L∞loc(R) and we have lim|t|→∞
∫ t+ε
t−ε u(y)dy = ∞ for a given ε > 0. Then
again the quadratic form (2.4) is closable and lower bounded, but now the spectrum of
H‖ is purely discrete and simple (see e.g. [6]). Thus, in our leading example
(2.5) H0 =
(
−i
∂
∂x1
+
bx2
2
)2
+
(
−i
∂
∂x2
−
bx1
2
)2
−
∂2
∂y2
+ u(y)− b.
Hence, in this case, H0 is the (shifted) 3D Schro¨dinger operator with constant mag-
netic field which could be identified with the vector B = (0, 0, b) and electric potential
u = u(y); then the electric field E = (0, 0,−u′(y)) is parallel to the magnetic field B.
Moreover, (x1, x2) ∈ R
2 are the variables on the plane perpendicular to B, while y ∈ R
is the variable along B, which explains our notations H⊥ and H‖.
The spectral properties of the operator H0 in (2.5), perturbed by a rapidly decaying
non-random electric potential V , were discussed in [4]. The problems attacked there
were the accumulation of resonances and the singularities of the spectral shift function
for the pair (H0 + V,H0) at the points 2bq + Ej , q ∈ Z+, j ∈ J .
In our other example of H0, which is a special case of the unperturbed operator consid-
ered in [24], we assume B = 0. Further, we suppose that H‖ = L2(Rℓ) with ℓ ∈ N, while
H‖ is the self-adjoint operator generated in H‖ by the closure of the quadratic form
(2.6)
∫
Rℓ
(
|∇f |2 + U |f |
)2
dy, f ∈ C∞0 (R
ℓ),
where U : Rℓ → R is an appropriate potential. If, for instance, U ∈ Lp(Rℓ) + L∞ǫ (R
ℓ)
with p = 1 if ℓ = 1, p > 1 if ℓ = 2, and p = ℓ/2 if ℓ ≥ 3, then the quadratic form in (2.6)
is lower bounded and closable, and σess(H⊥) = [0,∞). Under suitable assumptions on
U , the discrete spectrum of H⊥ is non-empty, and its smallest eigenvalue E1 is simple
(see e.g. [34]). Thus, in our second example,
(2.7) H0 = −∆x −∆y + U(y).
Remark: The operator H0 admits further extensions. For instance, if Qper ∈ L∞(Rd,R)
is a Zd-periodic function, then we could replace −∆x by −∆x +Qper(x).
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Next, in both our examples the random perturbation Vω of H0 is the multiplier by an
alloy-type electric potential
(2.8) Vω(x, y) :=
∑
ξ∈Zd
λξ(ω)v(x− ξ, y), ω ∈ Ω, x ∈ R
d, y ∈ Rℓ,
with d = 2 and ℓ = 1 in the case of a perturbation of (2.5), and arbitrary d, ℓ ∈ N in
the case of a perturbation of (2.7). The single-site potential v in (2.8) is supposed to be
Lebesgue measurable and to satisfy
c−0 1S(x, y) ≤ v(x, y) ≤ c
+
0 (1 + |x|)
−κ, x ∈ Rd, y ∈ Rℓ,
with κ > d, 0 < c−0 ≤ c
+
0 < ∞, and an open non-empty set S ⊂ R
d+ℓ, while the
coupling constants λξ, ξ ∈ Zd, are i.i.d random variables on Ω which almost surely are
non-negative and bounded.
3. Existence of the integrated density of surface states
Our next goal is to introduce the integrated density of surface states for the operator Hω
in the general setting. Let O ⊂ Rd be a bounded, open, non-empty set. Define HD⊥,O as
the self-adjoint operator generated in L2(O) by the closed non-negative quadratic form
(3.1)
∫
O
(
|i∇f + Af |2 − β)|f |2
)
dx, f ∈ H10(O),
where H10(O) is the closure of C
∞
0 (O) in H
1(O). Due to the compactness of the em-
bedding of H10(O) into L
2(O), the spectrum of the operator HD⊥,O is purely discrete:
Moreover, as already mentioned,
(3.2) inf σ(HD⊥,O) ≥ 0.
Denote by I⊥,O the identity in L2(O). Define the operator
HD0,O := H
D
⊥,O ⊗ I‖ + I⊥,O ⊗H‖,
self-adjoint in L2(O)⊗H‖. Evidently, the spectrum of HD0,O on (−∞, E) is discrete.
Further, due to H1 - H3, the operator H
D
ω,O := H
D
0,O + Vω is almost surely well defined
on Dom(HD0,O), and self-adjoint in L
2(O) ⊗ H‖ ∼= L2(O;H‖). Due to (3.2) and the
non-negativity of Vω, we almost surely have
inf σ(HDω,O) ≥ E1.
For E ∈ (−∞, E), and ω ∈ Ω consider the quantity
N(HDω,O;E) := Tr1(−∞,E)(H
D
ω,O),
where, in accordance with our general notations, 1(−∞,E)(HDω,O) is the spectral projec-
tion of the operator HDω,O corresponding to (−∞, E). Thus, Tr1(−∞,E)(H
D
ω,O) is the
number of the eigenvalues of HDω,O smaller than E, and counted with their multiplicities.
Pick L ∈ (0,∞), and set CL :=
(
−L
2
, L
2
)d
, Z(CL) := inf σ
(
HD⊥,CL
)
.
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In the sequel we will need the following simple
Lemma 3.1. The function (0,∞) ∋ L 7→ Z(CL) ∈ (0,∞) is decreasing, and
(3.3) lim
L→∞
Z(CL) = 0.
Proof. If B = 0, then Z(CL) = dπ2L−2 which implies (3.3). If B 6= 0, then in Rd there
exist Cartesian coordinates such that
B =


⊕m
j=1
(
0 bj
−bj 0
)
if n = 0,(⊕m
j=1
(
0 bj
−bj 0
))⊕
On if n ≥ 1,
where On is the zero n × n matrix (see e.g. [31]). If the sides of the cube C˜L ⊂ Rd,
centered at the origin, are parallel to the coordinate hyperplanes corresponding to this
coordinate system, then we have
(3.4) Z(C˜L) =
m∑
j=1
(ζj(L)− bj) + nπ
2L−2,
where ζj(L), j = 1, . . . , m, is the smallest eigenvalue of the self-adjoint operator gener-
ated in L2 (SL) with SL :=
(
−L
2
, L
2
)2
by the closed non-negative quadratic form∫
SL
(∣∣∣∣i ∂f∂x1 −
bjx2
2
f
∣∣∣∣
2
+
∣∣∣∣i ∂f∂x2 +
bjx1
2
f
∣∣∣∣
2
)
dx, f ∈ H10 (SL) .
By [12, Proposition 4.1], we have ζj(L) > bj if L ∈ (0,∞), and
(3.5) lim
L→∞
ln (ζj(L)− bj)
L2
= −
bj
2π
, j = 1, . . . , m.
Finally, for any cube CL centered at the origin, we have
(3.6) Z(C˜√dL) ≤ Z(CL) ≤ Z(C˜L/√d), L ∈ (0,∞).
Now (3.3) in the case B 6= 0 follows from (3.4) - (3.6). 
Theorem 3.2. Assume H1 −H4. Then there exists a left-continuous non-decreasing
function νV : (−∞, E) → [0,∞) and a set Ω0 ∈ A of full probability, i.e. P(Ω0) = 1,
such that for each ω ∈ Ω0 we have
(3.7) lim
L→∞
L−dTr1(−∞,E)(N(HDω,CL;E)) = νV (E)
at the continuity points E ∈ (−∞, E) of νV .
Remarks: (i) The function νV is called the integrated density of surface states (IDSS)
for the operator Hω. Since it is non-decreasing, the set of its discontinuity points is
countable. By definition, νV is non-random. As mentioned in the Introduction, he IDSS
for non-magnetic quantum Hamiltonians was first introduced in [10] where its general
properties were studied in detail. A further development of the theory of the IDSS can
be found in [24].
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(ii) Since we define the quadratic form (3.1) on H10(O), it is natural to call νV the
Dirichlet IDSS. Let us discuss briefly the possibility to introduce also a Neumann IDSS.
Define the operator HN⊥,CL as the self-adjoint operator generated in L
2(CL) by the closed
lower bounded quadratic form∫
CL
(
|i∇f + Af |2 − β)|f |2
)
dx, f ∈ H1(CL).
Again, the spectrum of HN⊥,CL is purely discrete. However, if m > 0 and, for instance,
the sides of CL are parallel to the hyperplanes corresponding to the coordinate system
described in the proof of Lemma 3.1, then [7, Theorem 1.2] easily implies
inf σ(HN⊥,CL) = (Θ− 1)β +O(L
−1/2), L→∞,
with a constant Θ ∈ (0, 1) independent of B and L (see also [15] for a related result
in the case where CL is replaced by a domain with a smooth boundary). Therefore,
inf σ(HN⊥,CL) < 0 for L large enough. Hence, if we assume that E < ∞, and introduce
the operators
HN0,CL := H
N
⊥,CL ⊗ I‖ + I⊥,CL ⊗H‖, H
N
ω,CL
:= HN0,CL + Vω,CL,
we find that inf σess(H
N
0,CL
) < E , and, generally speaking, we cannot rule out the possi-
bility that inf σess(H
N
ω,CL
) < E . In such a case,
Tr1(−∞,E)(H
N
ω,CL
) =∞,
if E ∈
(
inf σess(H
N
ω,CL
), E
)
, and the Neumann IDSS would not be well defined, at least
not for all energies E ∈ (−∞, E). That is why we do not consider it in the present
article. Note, however, that if m = 0, i.e. B = 0, then inf σ(HN⊥,L) = 0, the Neumann
IDSS is correctly defined, and under generic assumptions it coincides with the Dirichlet
IDSS (see [24]). Also, if m ≥ 0, and E =∞, the Neumann IDSS would be well defined.
Proof of Theorem 3.2: We follow the general lines of the proof of [24, Proposition 2.4].
Our goal is to check that the stochastic process N(HDω,CL ;E) indexed by the cubes
CL + ξ ⊂ R2 with L ∈ (0,∞) and ξ ∈ Rd if G = R, or with L ∈ N and ξ ∈ Zd if G = Z,
satisfies the hypotheses of the Akcoglu-Krengel theorem (see [1]); then we can argue as
in the proof of [20, Theorem 3.2].
First, if O1 ∩ O2 = ∅, and O :=
(
O1 ∪O2
)Int
, then
N(HDω,O;E) ≥ N(H
D
ω,O1 ;E) +N(H
D
ω,O2 ;E).
Define the family {τξ}ξ∈Rd of magnetic translations by
(3.8) (τξf)(x) := exp
(
−
i
2
d∑
j,k=1
ξjBjkxk
)
f(x− ξ), ξ ∈ Rd, x ∈ Rd, f ∈ L2(Rd).
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Thus, τξ, ξ ∈ Rd, is a unitary operator in H⊥. On C1(Rd) we have
(3.9) τξ
(
−i
∂
∂xj
− Aj
)
τ ∗ξ = −i
∂
∂xj
− Aj, ξ ∈ R
d, j = 1, . . . , d.
The restriction τξ,CL onto L
2(CL) of the magnetic translation τξ (see (3.8)), is a uni-
tary operator form L2(CL) onto L
2(CL + ξ), and a bijection form Dom(H
D
⊥,CL) onto
Dom(HD⊥,CL+ξ). Similarly, τξ,CL ⊗ I‖ is a unitary operator form L
2(CL) ⊗ H‖ onto
L2(CL + ξ)⊗ H‖, and a bijection form Dom(HD0,CL) onto Dom(H
D
0,CL+ξ
). By (3.9) and
H4, we have (
τξ,CL ⊗ I‖
)
Hω,CL+ξ
(
τξ,CL ⊗ I‖
)∗
= HTξω,CL , ξ ∈ G
d.
Therefore,
N(HDω,CL+ξ;E) = N(H
D
Tξω,CL ;E), ξ ∈ G
d.
It remains to check that
(3.10) sup
L∈(0,∞)
L−dE(N(HDω,CL ;E)) <∞,
where E denotes the expectation with respect to the probability measure dP. By the
non-negativity of Vω (see H3), and (3.2), we have almost surely
(3.11) N(HDω,CL ;E) ≤ N(H
D
0,CL
;E) =
∑
j∈J :Ej<E
Tr1(−∞,E−Ej)(H
D
⊥,CL), E ∈ (−∞, E).
Further, the minimax principle easily implies
(3.12) Tr1(−∞,E−Ej)(H
D
⊥,CL) ≤ Tr1(−∞,0)(H⊥ + β + 1− η1CL)), Ej < E.
with η := β + 1 + E − Ej and Ej < E. Next, for a compact linear operator G in a
separable Hilbert space, and for s > 0, set
n∗(s;G) := Tr1(s2,∞)(G
∗G).
Thus, n∗(s;G) is the number of the singular values of G, greater than s > 0, and
counted with their multiplicities. Then the Birman-Schwinger principle (see e.g. [6,
Lemma 1.1]), implies
(3.13) Tr1(−∞,0)(H⊥ + β + 1− η1CL) = n∗(η
−1/2;1CL(H⊥ + β + 1)
−1/2).
Let p > d be an even integer number. Then it follows from an elementary Chebyshev-
type estimate, and the diamagnetic inequality (see e.g. [5]), that
n∗(η−1/2;1CL(H⊥ + β + 1)
−1/2) ≤ ηp/2‖1CL(H⊥ + β + 1)
−1/2‖pp ≤
(3.14) ηp/2‖1CL(−∆+ 1)
−1/2‖pp,
where ‖G‖p :=
(
Tr (G∗G)p/2
)1/p
, p ∈ [1,∞), denotes the norm of the operator G in the
pth Schatten-von Neumann class. A standard interpolation result (see e.g. [37, Theorem
4.1]), implies
(3.15) ‖1CL(−∆+ 1)
−1/2‖pp ≤ (2π)
−d
∫
Rd
(|ξ|2 + 1)−p/2dξ Ld.
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Now (3.10) follows from (3.11) - (3.15).

4. Estimates of the IDSS
Introduce the function Ω×Rd ∋ (ω, x) 7→Wω(x) ∈ [0,∞). In this section we define the
integrated density of bulk states NW for a reduced operator H⊥ +Wω with certain Wω
related to Vω, and estimate the IDSS νV in terms of NW .
Assume that Wω satisfies the hypotheses H1 −H4 with H‖ = C. For E ∈ R set
(4.1) NW (E) := E
(
Tr
(
1C11(−∞,E)(H⊥ +Wω)1C1
))
.
Thus, NW is the usual integrated density of states (IDS) for the random Gd-ergodic
operator H⊥ +Wω. Due to the ergodicity of H0,⊥ +Wω, there exists a set Σ ⊂ R such
that almost surely
σ(H⊥ +Wω) = Σ,
and
(4.2) Σ = supp dNW
(see [18, 32]). The IDS NW admits a representation as a thermodynamic limit of nor-
malized finite-volume eigenvalue counting functions:
Theorem 4.1. [9],[16, Theorem 3.1] Assume that Wω satisfies H1 −H4 with H‖ = C.
Then almost surely
(4.3) lim
L→∞
L−dTr1(−∞,E)(H
D
⊥,CL +Wω) = NW (E),
at the points of continuity E ∈ R of NW (E).
If Wω = 0, then (4.1) easily implies
(4.4) N0(E) =


ωd
(2π)d
E
d/2
+ if m = 0, d = n ≥ 1,
b1...bm
(2π)m
ωn
(2π)n
∑∞
q=0 µq(E − Λq)
n/2
+ if m ≥ 1, n ≥ 1,
b1...bm
(2π)m
∑∞
q=0 µq1(−∞,E)(Λq) if m ≥ 1, n = 0.
Here ωd :=
πd/2
Γ(d/2+1)
, Γ being the Euler gamma function, is the volume of the unit ball
in Rd, d ≥ 1, and
µq := #
{
(l1, . . . , lm) ∈ Z
m
+ | 2
m∑
j=1
bjlj = Λq
}
, q ∈ Z+,
is the multiplicity of the Landau level Λq, q ∈ Z+. Note that if n ≥ 1, then N0 is
continuous on R, while if n = 0, its discontinuity points are the Landau levels Λq,
q ∈ Z+. Moreover it is easy to check that for any d = 2m+ n ≥ 1 we have
(4.5) lim
E→∞
E−d/2N0(E) =
ωd
(2π)d
;
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in particular, the semi-classical asymptotic coefficient ωd
(2π)d
is independent of the mag-
netic field B.
Further, denote by ρ : (−∞, E)→ Z+ the eigenvalue counting function for the operator
H‖, i.e.
ρ(E) := Tr1(−∞,E)(H‖), E ∈ (−∞, E).
Set
(4.6) (N0 ∗ dρ)(E) :=
∑
j∈J
N0(E − Ej), E ∈ (−∞, E).
Note that N0(E) 6= 0 if and only if E > 0; therefore, only the terms in (4.6) which
correspond to eigenvalues Ej < E do not vanish. Since E < E , the non-vanishing terms
in (4.6) are finitely many.
Proposition 4.2. Assume that Vω satisfies H1 −H4. Then we have
(4.7) (N0 ∗ dρ)(E −M) ≤ νV (E) ≤ (N0 ∗ dρ)(E), E ∈ (−∞, E).
Proof. The mini-max principle and hypotheses H2−H3 easily imply that almost surely
(4.8) N(HD0,CL ;E −M) ≤ N(H
D
ω,CL
;E) ≤ N(HD0,CL ;E), E ∈ (−∞, E).
On the other hand,
(4.9) N(HD0,CL ;E) =
∑
j∈J :Ej<E
1(−∞,Ej−E)(H
D
⊥,CL), E ∈ (−∞, E).
Now if E ∈ (−∞, E) is a common continuity point of the functions N0 ∗ dρ, νV , and
(N0 ∗ dρ)(· −M), then (4.7) follows from (4.8) - (4.9), combined with (3.7), (4.3), and
(4.6). In order to prove (4.7) for general E ∈ (−∞, E), we apply an appropriate limiting
argument, taking into account that the three functions N0∗dρ, νV , and (N0∗dρ)(·−M)
are left continuous and non-decreasing so that the set of their discontinuity points is
countable. 
As an immediate application of Proposition 4.2, we have the following
Corollary 4.3. Assume that Vω satisfies H1 − H4. Let E = ∞. Suppose that there
exist constants θ ∈ (0,∞) and C ∈ (0,∞), such that
(4.10) ρ(E) = CEθ(1 + o(1)), E →∞.
Then we have
(4.11) νV (E) = C
dθ
d+ 2θ
B(d/2, θ)
ωd
(2π)d
E
d
2
+θ(1 + o(1)), E →∞,
where B is the Euler beta function.
Proof. Asymptotic relation (4.11) follows easily from (4.7), (4.5), (4.10), and the Kara-
mata Tauberian theorem (see the original work [17] or [35, Problem 14.2]). 
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Our next goal is to estimate νV for energies E close to the lower edges of the bands of
supp dνV , i.e. close to the upper edges of the gaps in supp dνV . First, we estimate νV for
energies E close to E1 = inf supp dνV . Note that (4.7) implies that inf supp dνV ≥ E1.
Assume that E1 is a simple eigenvalue of H‖. Set
W1,ω(x) := 〈Vω(x)ψ1, ψ1〉H‖ , x ∈ R
d, ω ∈ Ω.
Evidently, if Vω satisfies hypotheses H1−H4 with arbitrary separable Hilbert space H‖,
then W1,ω meets these conditions for H‖ = C.
Theorem 4.4. Assume Vω satisfies hypotheses H1−H4, and that E1 is a simple eigen-
value of H‖. Let λ∗ ∈ (0, E2 −E1) and δ ∈
(
M
M+E2−E1−λ∗ , 1
)
. Then we have
(4.12) NW1(λ) ≤ νV (E1 + λ) ≤ N(1−δ)W1(λ), λ ∈ (0, λ∗].
Proof. Introduce the orthogonal projection P1 : L
2(CL;H‖)→ L2(CL;H‖) by
(P1f)(x) = 〈f(x), ψ1〉H‖ψ1 x ∈ CL, f ∈ L
2(CL;H‖).
Set Q1 := I − P1, and
D1 := P1Dom(H
D
0,CL
), C1 := Q1Dom(H
D
0,CL
).
It is easy to see that D1 ⊂ Dom(H
D
0,CL
) = Dom(HDω,CL) and C1 ⊂ Dom(H
D
ω,CL
). We will
consider
(
P1H
D
ω,CL
P1
)
|D1 (resp.,
(
Q1H
D
ω,CL
Q1
)
|C1) as a self-adjoint operator in the Hilbert
space P1L
2(CL;H‖) (resp., Q1L2(CL;H‖)). Now note that the operator
(
P1H
D
ω,CL
P1
)
|D1
is unitarily equivalent to the operator HD⊥,CL +W1,ω + E1. More precisely,
(4.13) U∗
((
P1H
D
ω,CL
P1
)
|D1
)
U = HD⊥,CL +W1,ω + E1,
where U : L2(CL)→ P1L2(CL;H‖) is the unitary operator defined by
(Ug)(x) := g(x)ψ1, x ∈ CL, g ∈ L
2(CL).
Moreover, we have
(4.14) inf σ
((
Q1H
D
0,CL
Q1
)
|C1
)
= E2 + Z(CL).
Let λ ∈ (0, λ∗] with λ∗ ∈ (0, E2 − E1). The mini-max principle and (4.13) entail
N(HDω,CL ;E1 + λ) ≥
(4.15) Tr1(−∞,E1+λ)
((
P1H
D
ω,CL
P1
)
|D1
)
= Tr1(−∞,λ)(H
D
⊥,CL +W1,ω).
Pick δ ∈
(
M
M+E2−E1−λ∗ , 1
)
. Then the operator inequality
HDω,CL =
P1
(
HD0,CL + Vω
)
P1 +Q1
(
HD0,CL + Vω
)
Q1 + 2ReP1VωQ1 ≥
P1
(
HD0,CL + (1− δ)Vω
)
P1 +Q1
(
HD0,CL + (1− δ
−1)Vω
)
Q1,
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combined with the mini-max principle and (4.13), implies
N(HDω,CL ;E1 + λ) ≤
Tr1(−∞,E1+λ)
((
P1
(
HD0,CL + (1− δ)Vω
)
P1
)
|D1
)
+
Tr1(−∞,E1+λ)
((
Q1
(
HD0,CL + (1− δ
−1)Vω
)
Q1
)
|C1
)
≤
(4.16) Tr1(−∞,λ)
(
HD⊥,CL + (1− δ)W1,ω
)
+ Tr1(−∞,E1+λ+(δ−1−1)M)
((
Q1H
D
0,CL
Q1
)
|C1
)
.
Now note that our choice of λ and δ implies E1 + λ + (δ
−1 − 1)M < E2. Therefore, by
(4.14), we have
(4.17) Tr1(−∞,E1+λ+(δ−1−1)M)
((
Q1H
D
0,CL
Q1
)
|C1
)
= 0, λ ∈ (0, λ∗].
Now, the lower bound in (4.12) follows from (4.15) while the upper bound follows form
(4.16) - (4.17) combined with (4.3) and (3.7). 
Our next goal is to estimate the IDSS νV near energies which play the role of upper
edges of internal gaps of supp dνV . Assume that n = 0 and E1+Λ1 > E . Then by (2.2)
we have
σ(H0) ∩ (−∞, E) =
⋃
j∈J
{Ej} ,
and the energies Ej are eigenvalues of H0 of infinite multiplicity. Assume that r ≥ 2,
and there exists j ∈ J , j ≥ 2, such that
(4.18) Ej−1 < Ej < Ej+1.
Moreover, assume that
(4.19) M < Ej − Ej−1.
By (4.7), (4.6), and (4.4) with n = 0, the IDSS νV is constant on the interval [Ej−M,Ej ].
More precisely,
(4.20) νV (E) = (j − 1)
b1 . . . bm
(2π)m
, E ∈ [Ej −M,Ej ].
Thus, we are going to estimate the difference νV (Ej + λ) − νV (Ej) for λ > 0 small
enough. Set
Wj,ω(x) := 〈Vω(x)ψj , ψj〉H‖ , x ∈ R
d, ω ∈ Ω.
Theorem 4.5. Assume Vω satisfies hypotheses H1 −H4, r ≥ 2, and there exists j ∈
J , j ≥ 2, such that (4.18) and (4.19) hold true. Let δ− ∈
(
M
Ej−Ej−1−M ,∞
)
, λ∗ ∈(
0,min
{
Ej+1 −Ej , (1 + δ
−1
− )M
})
, and δ+ ∈
(
M
M+Ej+1−Ej−λ∗ , 1
)
. Then we have
(4.21) N(1+δ−)Wj (λ) ≤ νV (Ej + λ)− νV (Ej) ≤ N(1−δ+)Wj(λ), λ ∈ (0, λ∗].
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Proof. The proof of (4.21) is similar to the one of (4.12), so that we omit certain details.
Introduce the orthogonal projection Pj : L
2(CL;H‖)→ L2(CL;H‖) by
(Pjf)(x) = 〈f(x), ψj〉H‖ψj x ∈ CL, f ∈ L
2(CL;H‖).
Set Qj := I − Pj, and
Dj := Pj Dom(H
D
0,CL
), Cj := Qj Dom(H
D
0,CL
).
The operator
(
PjH
D
ω,CL
Pj
)
|Dj is unitarily equivalent to the operator H
D
⊥,CL +Wj,ω +Ej .
Moreover, we have
(4.22) σ
((
QjH
D
0,CL
Qj
)
|Cj
)
∩ (Ej−1 + Z(CL), Ej+1) = ∅.
Let us first prove the lower bound in (4.21). Bearing in mind the operator inequality
HDω,CL ≤ Pj
(
HD0,CL + (1 + δ−)Vω
)
Pj +Qj
(
HD0,CL + (1 + δ
−1
− )Vω
)
Qj ,
we find that the mini-max principle and the unitary equivalence of the operators(
Pj(H
D
0,CL
+ (1 + δ−)Vω)Pj
)
|Dj and H
D
⊥,CL + (1 + δ−)Wj,ω + Ej , entail
N(HDω,CL ;Ej + λ) ≥
(4.23) Tr1(−∞,λ)(HD⊥,CL+(1+δ−)W1,ω)+Tr1(−∞,Ej+λ−(1+δ−1− )M)
((
Qj
(
HD0,CL
)
Qj
)
|Cj
)
.
On the other hand, by the non-negativity of Vω, and
inf σ
((
PjH
D
0,CL
Pj
)
|Dj
)
= Ej + Z(CL) > Ej,
we find that
(4.24) N(HDω,CL ;Ej) ≤ Tr1(−∞,Ej)
(
HD0,CL
)
= Tr1(−∞,Ej)
((
QjH
D
0,CL
Qj
)
|Cj
)
.
Combining (4.23) and (4.24), we get
N(HDω,CL ;Ej + λ)−N(H
D
ω,CL
;Ej) ≥
(4.25) Tr1(−∞,λ)(H
D
⊥,CL +(1+ δ−)W1,ω)−Tr1[Ej+λ−(1+δ−1− )M,Ej)
((
Qj
(
HD0,CL
)
Qj
)
|Cj
)
.
By our choice of δ− and λ∗, and by (4.19), (4.22), and Lemma 3.1, we find that there
exists L−0 ∈ (0,∞) independent of λ such that
(4.26) Tr1[Ej+λ−(1+δ−1− )M),Ej)
((
Qj
(
HD0,CL
)
Qj
)
|Cj
)
= 0,
provided that λ ∈ (0, λ∗), and L ∈ (L−0 ,∞). Now the lower bound in (4.21) follows from
(4.25) and (4.26), combined with (4.3) and (3.7).
Let us now prove the upper bound in (4.21). Using the operator inequality
HDω,CL ≥ Pj
(
HD0,CL + (1− δ+)Vω
)
Pj +Qj
(
HD0,CL + (1− δ
−1
+ )Vω
)
Qj ,
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we find that the mini-max principle and the unitary equivalence of the operators(
Pj(H
D
0,CL
+ (1− δ+)Vω)Pj
)
|Dj and H
D
⊥,CL + (1− δ+)Wj,ω + Ej , entail
N(HDω,CL ;Ej + λ) ≤
(4.27) Tr1(−∞,λ)(H
D
⊥,CL+(1−δ+)W1,ω)+Tr1(−∞,Ej+λ+(δ−1+ −1)M)
((
Qj
(
HD0,CL
)
Qj
)
|Cj
)
.
On the other hand, the mini-max principle implies
(4.28)
N(HDω,CL ;Ej) ≥ Tr1(−∞,Ej)
((
QjH
D
ω,CL
Qj
)
|Cj
)
≥ Tr1(−∞,Ej−M)
((
QjH
D
0,CL
Qj
)
|Cj
)
.
Combining (4.28) and (4.29), we get
N(HDω,CL ;Ej + λ)−N(H
D
ω,CL
;Ej) ≤
(4.29)
Tr1(−∞,λ)(H
D
⊥,CL + (1− δ+)W1,ω) + Tr1[Ej−M,Ej+λ+(δ−1+ −1)M))
((
Qj
(
HD0,CL
)
Qj
)
|Cj
)
.
By our choice of δ+ and λ∗, (4.22), and Lemma 3.1, we find that there exists L+0 ∈ (0,∞)
independent of λ such that
(4.30) Tr1[Ej−M,Ej+λ+(δ−1+ −1)M))
((
Qj
(
HD0,CL
)
Qj
)
|Cj
)
= 0,
provided that λ ∈ (0, λ∗), and L ∈ (L+0 ,∞). Now the upper bound in (4.21) follows
from (4.28) and (4.29), combined with (4.3) and (3.7).

5. Applications
The applications of Theorem 4.4 (see Theorem 5.1 with j = 1, and Theorem 5.3 below),
concern the asymptotic behavior of νV (E) as E ↓ E1. As discussed in the Introduction,
this behavior is characterized by a very rapid decay which usually goes under the name
Lifshits tail. The application of Theorem 4.5 (see Theorem 5.1 with j ≥ 2 below) deals
with the internal Lifshits tails, i.e. with the asymptotic behavior of νV (E) as E ↓ Ej
with j ≥ 2, provided that (4.18) - (4.19) hold true.
Assume that V ω is as in (2.8). For x ∈ Rd and j ∈ J define the functions
wj(x) :=
∫
Rℓ
v(x, y)ψj(y)
2dy,
and
(5.1) Wj,ω(x) :=
∑
ξ∈Zd
λξ(ω)wj(x− ξ),
the one-site potential v and the i.i.d. random variables {λξ(ω)}ξ∈Zd being the same as
in (2.8). Let F (E) := P({ω ∈ Ω | λ0(ω) < E}), E ∈ R. We suppose that there exist
E0 ∈ (0,∞) and κ > 0 such that
(5.2) suppF = [0, E0],
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and
(5.3) F (E) ≍ Eκ, E ↓ 0.
Remark: In many particular cases, assumptions (5.2) - (5.3) could be relaxed. We state
them here in a form which sometimes is too restrictive, just for the sake of the simplicity
of exposition.
5.1. Surface Lifshits tails for magnetic quantum Hamiltonians. In this subsec-
tion we assume that the unperturbed Hamiltonian H0 is as in (2.5); in particular, m = 1,
n = 0, and d = 2, ℓ = 1. We recall that in this case the discrete spectrum of H‖ is
simple.
Theorem 5.1. Let j ∈ J . If j ≥ 2 assume that (4.19) holds true. Suppose that Vω is
of form (2.8) and satisfies H1 −H3.
(i) Assume that
c−(1 + |x|)
−κ ≤ wj(x) ≤ c+(1 + |x|)
−κ, x ∈ R2,
for some κ > 2, and c+ ≥ c− > 0. Then we have
lim
λ↓0
ln | ln νV (Ej + λ)− νV (Ej)|
lnλ
= −
2
κ − 2
.
(ii) Assume that
e−c+|x|
β
c+
≤ w(x) ≤
e−c−|x|
β
c−
, x ∈ R2,
for some β ∈ (0, 2], and c+ ≥ c− > 0. Then we have
lim
λ↓0
ln | ln νV (Ej + λ)− νV (Ej)|
ln | lnλ|
= 1 +
2
β
.
(iii) Assume that
1S(x)
c+
≤ wj(x) ≤
e−c−|x|
2
c−
, x ∈ R2,
for an open non-empty set S ⊂ R2, and c+ ≥ c− > 0. Then we have
lim
λ↓0
ln | ln νV (Ej + λ)− νV (Ej)|
ln | lnλ|
= 2.
Theorem 5.1 follows immediately from Theorems 4.4 - 4.5, and the following result
concerning the Lifshits tails for the IDS NWj :
Theorem 5.2. [27, 26] (i) Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 (i) we have
lim
λ↓0
ln | lnNWj(λ)|
lnλ
= −
2
κ − 2
.
(ii) Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 (ii) we have
lim
λ↓0
ln | lnNWj(λ)|
ln | lnλ|
= 1 +
2
β
.
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(iii)Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 (iii) we have
lim
λ↓0
ln | lnNWj(λ)|
ln | lnλ|
= 2.
5.2. Lifshits tails for non-magnetic quantum Hamiltonians. In this subsection
we assume that the unperturbed Hamiltonian H0 is as in (3.5); in particular, B = 0
and d, ℓ ∈ N are arbitrary. In this case the lowest eigenvalue E1 of H‖ is simple.
Theorem 5.3. Suppose that Vω is of form (2.8) and satisfies H1 −H3.
(i) Assume that
c−(1 + |x|)−κ ≤ w1(x) ≤ c+(1 + |x|)−κ, x ∈ Rd,
for some κ ∈ (d, d+ 2), and c+ ≥ c− > 0. Then we have
lim
λ↓0
ln | ln νV (E1 + λ)|
lnλ
= −
d
κ − d
.
(ii) Assume that
c−1S(x) ≤ w1(x) ≤ c+(1 + |x|)−d−2, x ∈ Rd,
for some open non-empty set S ⊂ Rd, and c± > 0. Then we have
lim
λ↓0
ln | ln νV (E1 + λ)|
lnλ
= −
d
2
.
Theorem 5.3 follows immediately from Theorem 4.4, and the following, nowadays clas-
sical, results concerning the Lifshits tails for the IDS NWj :
Theorem 5.4. (i) [21] Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.3 (i) we have
lim
λ↓0
ln | lnNW1(λ)|
lnλ
= −
d
κ − d
.
(ii) [23] Under the assumptions of Theorem 5.3 (ii) we have
lim
λ↓0
ln | lnNW1(λ)|
lnλ
= −
d
2
.
Remark: The first (resp., the second) part of Theorem 5.3 recovers in our particular
setting the result of [24, Theorem 1.5] (resp., [24, Theorem 1.4]).
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